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Writing Unit 10 – A Famous Town or City
- From notes to writing-

• Materials for this lesson:
• New Headway Intermediate Fourth edition

Student’s Book, pages 114-115;
• You Tube resources;
• Pinterest Photo Galery;



• This lesson shows students how they can use an 
ideas map to prepare the information they need 
for a piece of writing.

• Students get practice in building the 
information in the ideas map into connected 
text.

• There is also an exercise on words and 
expressions that link ideas together.



Step 1

Task 1, page 114

Focus attention on the photo on pages 114-115

and photos on this page and write down

everything you know about New York City. 



• Step 2 
Task 2, The diagram about New York;
The categories in the  diagram are the following:

Geography,
History,
Its people,
Transport,
Sport,
Tourism,
Food;



• Study the diagram about New York City and 
compare informations with your ideas  from 
Task 1.

• Read and complete the text using the 
information from the diagram, pages 114-115;

• Focus attention on the paragraph headings in 
the text and you will notice that they 
correspond with categories in the diagram.



Vocabulary:
nickname – an informal name for someone or  

something;
to found – (verb), to establish, to set up, to  create, to 

organize;
skyscraper - (noun), a very tall building;
Commuter - (noun), a person who regularly travels 

between home and work;
24/7 – 24 hours a day, seven days a week: all the 
time;

bagel - (noun), a soft, small circular piece of bread 
with a hole in the centre;

Subway - (noun),  an underground, electric railroad in 
a city;



• Step 3

Read the text again. 

What extra information in the text can you find? 
Give and write some examples in your 
notebook.

Examples: 

New York City’s influence is seen throughout the 
world.

3,000 people died in the attacks on the World 
Trade Centre.

Many New Yorkers jog round Central Park.



• Step 4

Task 5, p.115, 

Find words and expressions;

although, its, However, distinctive, two of which, 
whereas,  is home to, with (so much to do)  

and try to explain why are they used in the text.

For example; 

Although – introduces a contrast,

two of  which – refers  back to the skyscrapers;

On the following video clip you can see famous sights of  NYC;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5EYO-LRMxs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5EYO-LRMxs


• Task 6  (page 115)

Re-use the words and expressions in new 
contexts from Task 5 and complete the 
sentences in Task 6.

For example;

Tokyo is the biggest city in the world  its 
population  is over 28 million.



• Step 5

Homework;

From notes to writing;

• Choose a famous town or city;

• planning  and research for the writing for 
homework;

• make notes or draw a diagram;

• write headings of your own for a town/city you
wish to describe;

• photographs, songs, poems are also welcome.



(Un)known  facts

• 8,398,748  is an estimated number of people who lived in NYC 
in 2018.

• There is a birth in NYC every 4.4 minutes.
• “Big Apple”- the city got its most famous  nickname in 1920s. 

The phrase “Big Apple” was used to describe a big money prize 
at important horse races held around the city.

• More than 800 languages are spoken in NYC that makes it the 
most linguistically diverse city in the world.

• The Statue of Liberty – arrived in NYC in 1885 in 350 pieces in 
over 200 crates and took more than four months to assemble. It 
was originally gifted to the United States by France.



• Lombardi’s the first-ever opened United States 
pizzeria  in 1895.
Today, there are approximately 1,600 pizza 
restaurants in NYC. The price of a pizza slice and a 
ride on the subway are approximately equal. Even 
stranger, if the price of one goes up, the price of the 
other usually follows within a few months.

• In 1912 yellow cabs were introduced in NYC. The 
yellow cab is one of the most recognizable symbols 
of NYC, but the first gasoline-powered cab company, 
founded in 1907, used red and green cars. By law, 
there are 13,587 taxis in NYC today and each taxi 
must have a medallion affixed to it. 



• A great number of artists found an inspiration

in NYC to make master- pieces in poetry, theatre, 
painting, sculpture, literature, music   etc.

• To feel the real and the best spirit of NYC you     
can listen  the following songs on video clips;

New York – preformed by Alicia Keys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUrUfJW1JGk

New York,New York – preformed by Frank Sinatra

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BT4RlDl7z3w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUrUfJW1JGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BT4RlDl7z3w

